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Abstract 
Let x = Cxijll $i<m be an m x n of matrix of indeterminates over a field K. Abhyankar 
IGj<n 
defines the index of a monomial in Xij to be the largest k such that the principal diagonal of 
some k x k minor of X divides the given monomial. Abhyankar has given a formula for counting 
the set of monomials in Xij of degree u of index at most p, satisfying a certain set of index 
conditions. This formula gives the Hilbert polynomial of a certain generalized determinantal 
ideal which can be viewed as a polynomial in u with rational coefficients. We develop 
a combinatorial map from this set of monomials to the set of p-tuples of nonintersecting paths 
in the m x n rectangular lattice of points. A path from (a, n) to (m, b) in a rectangular m x n array 
is obtained by moving either left or down at each point. The point where the path turns from 
down to left is called its node. Using the combinatorial map, we get formulae counting sets of 
p-tuples of nonintersecting paths having a fixed number of nodes in a rectangular lattice. This 
helps us to interpret ‘coefficients’ of Hilbert polynomials of generalized determinantal ideals 
combinatorially. This enables us to answer questions raised by Abhyankar in the monograph 
‘Enumerative Combinatorics of Young Tableaux’. 
1. Introduction 
Lattice path counting has been a very vibrant area of combinatorics especially 
because of its diverse applications in statistics, network analysis and very large 
integrated systems. In the past couple of years, there have been the beautiful papers of 
Gessel-Viennot [7], Krattenthaler-Mohanty [lo], and Stembridge [16] that count 
p-tuples of nonintersecting paths in various lattices, by determinants or by pfaffians. 
Given an m x n rectangular array of points (where they are labelled like a matrix), 
a path from A(a, n) to B(m, b) moves either left or down at each vertex (see Fig. 1). 
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Given sequences of integers 1 6 ai < a2 < ... < ap < m and 1 < bl < b, < . . . < 
b, d n; we denote an ordered pair (al, a2, . , a,; bl, b2, . . . , bp) by a” and refer to it as 
a bivector a” of length p bounded by (m, n). We refer to any p-tuple of paths in the m x n 
rectangular array where the ith path goes from Ai(ai, n) to Bi(m, bi) for i = 1,2, . . . ,p as 
the p-tuple of paths in the rectangular array based on a bivector a”. A point where 
a path turns from down to left is called a node. The main theorem of this paper gives 
a formula for counting the number of p-tuples of nonintersecting paths in the m x n 
rectangular array based on a bivector a” having a given number of nodes. Using this 
theorem, we answer several questions raised by Abhyankar in [3] about the inter- 
pretation and positivity of coefficients of the Hilbert polynomials of the generalized 
determinantal ideals. Another proof of the theorem can be found in [14] where the 
technique of recurrence relations is used. Krattenthaler [9] has a combinatorial proof 
of the theorem relating it to Schur functions and some generalized results. Using the 
main theorem of this paper, Conca-Herzog [6] have succeeded in determining more 
interesting invariants of determinantal rings. 
The generalized determinantal ideals ‘Z(p,a”)’ Abhyankar considered in [l], are 
generated by the ix i minors from the first ai - 1 rows or bi - 1 columns 
(i = 1,2, . . ,p) of an m x n matrix X of indeterminates as well as by all the 
(p + 1) x (p + 1) minors from X, in the polynomial ring K[X], where K is a field. In 
[3], he shows that the special set of monomials called mon((m,n),p, a”,~), (defined in 
Section 2 here) of degree u forms a K-free basis for the degree u component of the 
quotient ring $$$ and establishes ([3, see Theorem (20.14), p. 4831) that these ideals 
are Hilbertian, i.e., their Hilbert function and Hilbert polynomial coincide for all 
nonnegative integers. He writes this Hilbert polynomial F(o) in the form 
F(u) = c (-l)dFd((m,n),p,i) 
dcN 
, (1.1) 
where N denotes the set of all nonnegative integers and c = I:= I(m - ai) + 
CT=1 (n - bj) + p - 1, and for each d in N, 
where for each e E N and e” = (ei, e2, . . . , e,) the p-tuple of nonnegative integers, 
ff,((m, 4, P, 4 = c det m-ai+i--j >( , (1.3) e,+e2+ +e,=e 1 Gi.jGp f?i+i-j 
where det, q i, j G p Uij denotes the determinant of a p x p square submatrix whose ijth 
entry is Uij. Here u may be viewed as an indeterminate over Q. The expressions 
(l.l)-(1.3) are defined in [3, p. SO]. By using the recurrence relation satisfied by these 
Fd’s, Abhyankar deduces that they are nonnegative integers in Theorem 9.13 [3, p. 
3091, and asks about what they can count in Remark 9.14 [3, p. 3093. As the corollary 
of our main theorem, we show that Fd counts the p-tuples of nonintersecting paths in 
the m x n rectangular array based on a bivector a” having exactly d black nodes when 
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nodes are colored either black or red. This also entails the constructive proof of 
Theorem 9.13 [3, p. 3091. He further asks in Remark 9.18 [3, p. 3111, for which values 
of d, Fd’s are positive and asks whether the largest positive value of such A is 
rnin(Cy= 1 (m - ai), CT= 1 (n - bj)). As the corollary of our main theorem, we establish 
that the set of d’s for which F,, is positive, forms a closed integral interval, answering 
the first part of Remark 9.18 [3, p. 31 l] positively. Example 2 in Section 3 here 
answers the second part of the question in Remark 9.18 [3, p. 3111 negatively. Our 
main theorem in fact shows that the expression for H, in (1.3) counts the p-tuples of 
nonintersecting paths in the rectangular array based on a” having exactly e nodes, thus 
we have that H, is a nonnegative integer. It is interesting to note that He is the sum of 
p x p determinants where some of the summand determinants may be negative (see 
Example 2, Section 3). 
In [l], Abhyankar in fact shows that the set of monomials mon((m, n), p, Z, r) 
(defined in Section 2) and a certain set of standard bitableaux labelled by ((WI, n), p, ii, Y) 
are equicardinal, and moreover F(u) counts both. For a brief review of [3], an 
interested reader may refer to [2]. A nice exposition of the fact that F(v) counts the 
desired set of standard bitableaux appears in [ 11. The proof of this fact is based upon 
the formula counting row-strict tableaux whose all entries are bounded by m and 
whose ith column is bounded below by ai for i = 1,2, . . , p and which contains vi rows 
of length i for i = 1,2, . . . ,p, given by 
N(u,,u,,...,u,) = det 
m-Ui+Uj+L'j+l+ .” +U,+i-j 
1 <i.j<p uj + uj+ 1 + ... +v,+i-j ’ 
One can use the well-known formula of Gessel-Viennot [7] concerning the p-tuples 
of nonintersecting paths to establish the determinantal formula given above. Also an 
interested reader can see [lo] for similar results counting the set of tableaux with 
prescribed row and column bounds. Using the above formula, one can establish the 
fact that F(u) counts the set of standard bitableaux (see Section 1.3 of [13], or Cl]). 
Abhyankar-Kulkarni [Theorem 9.16, 51 give a bijective proof of the equicardinality 
of sets of monomials and bitableaux we mentioned above. Hilbertianness of more 
general determinantal ideals was established in Abhyankar-Kulkarni [4] and Kul- 
karni [12] by using lattice path counting. An interested reader can look at Kulkarni 
[ 133 for interrelations between tableaux, paths and monomials, and their connections 
with determinantal ideals. 
Our proof in this paper uses a combinatorial map from the set of monomials 
mon((m, n), p, 2, u) to the set of nonintersecting p-tuples of path in the m x n rectangular 
array based on a bivector & and a version (2.4) of Abhyankar’s formula for counting 
mon((m, n),p,& II). We shall use the following counting scheme: Suppose {X,)T==o is 
a family of sets and {Ye>,“_, is a family of pairwise disjoint finite sets. If there is 
a function cp from X to the set U,“=, Y, so that, for each y E U zzO Y,, the cardinality 
of CJ~ l(y), say i(u,e), depends only on u and e, and not y, then if a family of 
polynomials { f(~)}:=~, where u is viewed as an indeterminate over Q, the field of 
rationals, satisfy f(o) = IX,./ and if ,f(v) = x,“=0 /z&r, e) where {n(u,e)},“,, is a family 
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of Q-linearly independent polynomials in Q [v], we get 
lY,l=h, fore=0,1,2 ,... 
We have used this principle of a combinatorial map and comparing coefficients in 
[ 1 l] to count the number of certain subsets of p-tuples of nonintersecting paths in the 
rectangular array, called vertical pathoids there. The referee points out similarity of 
this technique to the ‘light and shadow’ technique given in [Section 3.8, 15; 181. 
2. Preliminaries and Abhyankar’s formula 
Let N be the set of nonnegative integers and Q the set of rational numbers. Let 
m and n be positive integers. Let rec(m, n) denote an m x n rectangular array i.e., the set 
of all ordered pairs of integer entries (i,j) where 1 d i < m and 1 < j < n. In a picture 
of rec(m, n), the vertices are labelled like a matrix. A path from A(a, n) to B(m, b) in 
rec(m, n) moves either left or down at each vertex. The points where the path goes from 
down to left are called its nodes. In Fig. 1, we illustrate a path from (2,6) to (5,l) in 
rec(5,6). The points (3,6), (4,4) and ($3) are the nodes of the path in Fig. 1. 
If we take Ar(ai,n), Az(a2,n), . . . ,Ap(up, n) and B1(m,bl),BZ(m,bz), . . . ,B,(m,b,) in 
rec(m,n), where al < a2 < ... < up and bl < bz < ... < b,; we look at an ordered 
p-tuple of nonintersecting paths CJ = (al, a2, . . . , a,), where ci is a path going from Ai to 
Bi for i = 1,2, . . . ,p; and ai and aj do not share a vertex for i # j, 1 < i, j < p. This is 
a p-tuple of nonintersecting paths based on a bivector a”. The nodes of the p-tuple 
consists of the union of the nodes of the component paths. In Fig. 2, we illustrate the 
4-tuple of nonintersecting paths based on a bivector a” = (1,3,4,6; 1,2,5,7) in the 
rec(7,8). A set of the six nodes of the 4-tuple consists of (2,8), (3,3), (4,2), (5,4), (6,3), 
(7,8). Note that the component path from (3,8) to (7,5) does not have any nodes. 
A subset S of rec(m,n) is said to be of index k if S contains a sequence of length 
k given by {(x1,y1),(xZ,Y2),...,(xk,yk)}, where x1 <x2 < ... < xk and where 
Yl < Y2 < ... < Yk; but no such sequence of length k + 1. Note that the empty set has 
index zero. A monomial on the rec(m, n) can either be viewed as a map from rec(m, n) 
to the set of nonnegative integers or a multiset on the set of ordered pairs in the 
support. The index of a monomial on rec(m, n) is the index of its support. The special 
set of monomials we are considering is denoted by mon((m, n), p, ii, v). For positive 
integers m, n, p, a nonnegative integer v and a bivector a” of length p bounded by (m, n), 
we define mon( (m, n), p, a”, u) to be the set of all monomials on rec(m, n) of degree v with 
index at most p, and when restricted to either the first ai - 1 rows or the first bi - 1 
columns of the rectangular array, index is at most i - 1 for i = 1,2, . . , p. The set of all 
such monomials on rec(m, n) is denoted by mon((m, n), p, ii). An interested reader may 
look at Example 1. 
In Theorem (9.8) [3, p. 3061, Abhyankar has shown that 
I mon((m, 4, P, 6, v)l = W , (2.1) 
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B 
Fig. 1. 
(1.1) (I,81 . . . . . . . 
T Al 
(7, I ) (7.2) (7.5) (7.7) 
Fig. 2. 
(1.1) and where F(v) is defined in (1.1) Using 
I m4(m, 4, P, 64 I 
(l-2), if we write an expression in (2.1) as 
we can use 
to get 
3. Combinatorial map and applications 
(2.2) 
In this section, we describe a map cp from mon((m, n), p, a”, u) to the set of p-tuples of 
nonintersecting paths in rec(m, n) based on a bivector 5 which will produce a counting 
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formula for the set of p-tuples of nonintersecting paths in the rec(m,n) based on 
a bivector a” having fixed number of nodes. 
In order to define cp, we describe first the construction of the path in rec(m, n) based 
on an ordered pair (a, 6) associated with a subset T of rec(m, n). For T c rec(m, n), let 
j; =max({j:(i,j)~T,i>a}u{b)). 
If j; = 6, the path associated to T based on (a, b) consists of 
{(a,j): b <j 6 n}u{(i,b):a < i 6 m}, 
also called as the hook at (a, b) in rec(m,n). If j; > b, then define j, = j; and let 
ii = max{i: (i,ji) E T}. 
If ii = m, the path associated to T based on (a, b) consists of 
{(a,j):j, ~jbn}u((i,j,):u<idm}u{(m,j):b<j<jl). 
If ii < m, define 
j;=max((j:(i,j)eT,i>il}u{b}), 
and note that b < j; < j;. If j; = b, the path associated to T based on (a, b) is 
{(a,j):ji GjG n}u{(i,j,): ~<i~<~}u{(i~,j):b~j<j~) 
u{(i,b): il < i < m]. 
If j; > b, then define j, = j; and let 
i2 = max {i: (i, j,) E T}. 
In this case, it is clear that a < ii < i2 < m and b <j, <j, < n. Continuing in this 
manner, we get the sequence of points (ii, j,),(i,, j,), . . . ,(ik, j,) such that 
a < i, < i2 < ... < ik_l < ik < m and b <j, <j,_, < ..’ <j, <j, < n and j;. = b 





tiJl {(&,j):j,+, Gj <.A} u tIJl {(i,_h+l): it <id &+I 
4 
u{(u,j):jl ~j~n}u{(i,jl):u<i<i,}u{(ik,j):b~j<jk} 
u {(i, b): ik < i d m> . 
When the sequence is empty, define the path associated to T based on (a, b) to be the 
hook at (a, b) in rec(m, n) i.e., 
((u,j):bdj<n}u{(i,b):u<idm}. 
By our definition (ii, j,),(i,, j2), . . . , (ik, jk) are the nodes of the path, i.e., the points 
where the picture of the path turns from down to left and they are members of T which 
determine the associated path completely. Note that none of the nodes lies on the 
hook at (a, b) in rec(m, n). 
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For a monomial M in mon((m,n),p,a”), let T be its support. We describe how to 
associate a p-tuple of nonintersecting paths q(M) in rec(m, n) based on a bivector G. 
Let T = TP and let cP be the path associated to TP based on an ordered pair (a,, bp) as 
described above. Let TPnoP = S,. S, is the set of points of T lying on crP which 
includes the nodes of crP and has index at most one. Let TP_ 1 = T,\S, and let up- 1 be 
the path associated to TP_l based on an ordered pair (a,_,, bPel), and 
S,_r = TP_l n~~_~. Continuing in this manner, we get the path cri associated to 
T1 based on (ai, b,), and Si = TInal. Let To = T1\S1. 
We observe that by the definition of mon((m, n),p, Z), ind(Tn ((3, j’): i’ < uk or 
j’ < b,}) < k - 1 for k = 1,2,3, . . , p. The observation that q is a well-defined func- 
tion will follow from: 
ind(T,) d k 
for k = 0, 1,2, . . . , p. 
(3.1) 
We prove the inequality (3.1) by decreasing induction on k. It is clear that 
ind( TP) < p since TP is the support of the monomial in mon((m, n),p, 6). Assume the 
result for all k 2 i. If ind( Ti _ 1) > i, then ind( Ti _ 1) = i, since Ti _ 1 c Ti and ind( Ti) < i, 
by induction hypothesis. Let (x, y) the point with the largest row index (and also the 
largest column index) in a sequence of index i consisting of i elements of Ti _ 1. By the 
definition of mon((m, n),p, a”), x 3 Ui and y > bi. By the construction of gi, it is clear 
that there is a node (x’, y') of Gi such that x < x’ and y < y’, unless (x, y) lies on 
gi which is impossible. Thus, by augmenting the point (x’, y’) to the above sequence of 
index i in Tip 1, we get the sequence of index i + 1 in Ti which is a contradiction to the 
induction hypothesis. This proves (3.1). 
Since ind(T,) = 0, To = f$. By the construction, it follows that we stop after 
constructing I, and also Si nSi_ 1 = 0 for i = 2,3, . . . ,p. 
For i = 1,2, . . . . p, the nodes of ai are contained in Si, and so the nodes of a are 
contained in T. AS Si is contained in ai for i = 1,2, . . . , p, we see that T is contained in 
U f= 1 ai. Note that T is indeed the disjoint union of sets Si, S2, . , S, each of which 
has index at most one. 
For a nonnegative integer e, let path,((m, n), p, a”) be the set of p-tuples of noninter- 
secting paths in rec(m,n) based on a bivector a” having exactly e nodes. Let path 
((m, n), p, a”) be the union of path,((m, n), p, G) where e ranges over N. 
This proves the lemma: 
Lemma 1. For positive integers m, n, p, and a bivector a” of length p and bounded by 
(m, n), q is a surjection from mon((m, n),p, Z) onto path ((m. n), p, a”). 
Before we proceed to discuss the enumerative properties of cp, we give here an 
example. 
Example 1. Let us consider rec(5,6) with 6 = (1,2,3,4,; 1,2,4,5). Suppose that the 
support (see encircled or squared points) of the monomial M in mon((5,6),4, a”) is 
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(5.1) (5.2) - (5.4) (5,s) 
61 62 63 84 
Fig. 3 
{ (2,3),(2,5),(3,2),(3,4),(4, l), (4,3), (4,6), (5,6)}. The picture of the associated noninter- 
secting 4-tuple of paths cp(M) based on a” is shown in Fig. 3. Note that 
{(3,2), (4,3), (5,6)) re P resents the set of three nodes of cr, denoted by bold squares in 
Fig. 3. 
Let us note that for each cr = (cr1,c2, . . , op) in path,((m,n),p,ci), the number of 
points on (T is c + 1 since each pi contains (m - ai) + (n - bJ - 1 points for 
i = 1,2, . . . , p. We note that for each M in mon(m, n), p, a”) with q(M) = o, the support 
of M has to contain the nodes of cr and, thus, is contained in lJf= 1 Ci. In fact, given C-J in 
path,((m, n), p, a”) there are exactly (“-:+‘) monomials M in mon((m, n), p, a”, a) such that 
q(M) = CT. This follows by counting the number of monomials of degree v on c + 1 
variables in which exactly e variables have to appear. 
From Lemma 1, we see that 
and from the above discussion, we get 
(3.2) 
For a fixed nonnegative integer c, {(“-z+‘): 0 < e < c} is a family of Q-linearly 
independent polynomials in Q[v] where v is treated as an indeterminate over Q. 
From (2.2) and (3.2), following the counting scheme at the end of the introduction, 
we get our, 
Main Theorem. For positive integers m,n,p, and a bivector a” of length p bounded by 
(m,n), we have 
I path,((m, 4, p, 4 = fL((m 4, P, 2) (3.3) 
for each nonnegative integer e. 
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If we color the nodes of the nonintersecting p-tuples of paths in rec(m, n) based on 
a bivector ZI with colors black or red, we get from (1.2) the following. 
Corollary 1. For positive integers m, n, p, a nonnegative integer d and a bivector 6 of 
length p bounded by (m, n), the number of nonintersecting p-tuples of paths in rec(m, n) 
based on a with exactly d black nodes is given by F,((m, n),p, a). 
This answers the question raised by Abhyankar [3, p. 3093 in Remark (9.14) 
concerning what objects F,‘s count. This also gives a constructive proof of the fact that 
F,((m, n),p, a”) is a nonnegative integer (see [3, Theorem 9.13, p. 3091). 
Now we shall study the set (e E N: H,((m,n),p,a) #O}. We want to show that 
if H,J(m,n),p,a) # 0) then Hk_I((m,n),p,a”) # 0. If k = 1, it is clear that 
Ho((m, n), P, 6) Z O> as there is the unique member of patho((m,n),p,a). If k 3 1, let 
0 = (0r,02, . ..) CT,) be a member of path,((m, n),p, a”). Let j, be the smallest j in 
{ 1.2, . . . , p} such that Gj is not the hook at (aj, bj). Let (u, V) be the node of (Tj,, with the 
smallest row index. Let v’ be the largest column index of the nodes of ajo having row 
index greater than u, or just bjO if gj,, does not have any node other than (u,v). 
We construct a p-tuple G’ = (fr;, a;, . . . ,ob) by taking of = (Ti for i # j, and oiO is 
obtained from oj,, by replacing {(i, v): aj,, < i < u} u {(u, j ): v’ < j < v} by 
{(i, v’): ajo < i < U} u {(ai,, j): v’ ,< j < v}. In this process c$, loses one node and thus 0’ 
is a member of pathk - r ((m, n), p, 6). Thus we see that {e E N: H,((m, n), p, a”) # O$ is 
a closed integral interval. From (2.2), we now get: 
Corollary 2. For positive integers m, n, p, and a bivector ci of length p bounded by (m, n); 
{d E N: F,((m, n), p, a”) # 0) is a closed integral interval. 
This answers the first part of the question in Remark 9.18 in [3, p. 31 l] positively. 
This is also proved by Udpikar [17] using a different technique. The second part of 
the question in Remark 9.18 in [3, p. 3111 asks to determine c*((m, n),p,a) = 
max{d E N: F,((m,n),p,a”) # O}. F rom the above discussion, it is clear that the largest 
number of nodes in any p-tuple of nonintersecting paths in rec(m,n) based on 
a bivector a” is the value of c*((m, n), p, a”). However an explicit formula for c* in terms 
of m, n and a” is far from clear. The following example indicates that c*((m, n), p, a”) may 
not be rnin(Cf= 1 (m - a;), CT= 1 (PI - bj)) as suggested by Abhyankar. This answers 
the second part of the question in Remark 9.14 [3, p. 3093 negatively. 
Example 2. Consider the rec(3,5) and a” = (1,2; 2,3). For e E N, H, looks like 
H, = 
(t>(l) 
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. 
. +-- A- A2 . 
61 B2 
Fig. 4. 
Note that Ha = 1, Hi = 2, Hz = 3 and H, = 0 for e b 3. Fig. 4 shows the ordered 
pairs of paths in rec(3,5) based on a” having 2 nodes. 
The expression for H2 looks like 1: : 1 + 1: 2 1 + 1 A :I where the first summand 
determinant is negative. This illustrates that even though He is nonnegative, some 
summand determinant can be negative. It is immediate that the set {e E N: H, # 0} is 
properly contained in (0, 1,2,3) where 3 = rnin{Cr= 1 (WI - ai), If’= 1 (n - bi)}. 
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